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Let E and F be two complex Banach spaces, f!JJ(mE; F) the Banach 
space of all continuous m-homogeneous polynomials from E to F (m= 
=0, 1, ... ), U a non-void open subset of E, .Yt'(U; F) the vector space 
of all holomorphic F-valued functions on U, and dm the differentiation 
mapping from .Yt'(U; ~)into .Yt'(U; f!JJ(mE; F)) of order m=O, 1, .... 
A seminorm p on .Yt'( U; F) is said to be ported by a compact subset 
K of U if to every open subset V of U containing K there corresponds 
a real number c( V) > 0 such that 
p(f) < c( V) ·sup II/ (x)ll 
XEV 
for every f E .Yf'( U; F). The topology !r w on .Yt'( U; F) is defined by all 
such seminorms ported by compact subsets of U. Each of the following 
conditions is necessary and sufficient for p to be ported by K: 
(1) Corresponding to every real number s>O there is a real number 
c(s) > 0 such that, for every f E .Yt'( U; F), 
p(f) .;;;;c(s) m~o sm ~~f II~! (im f(x) II· 
(2) Corresponding to every real number s > 0 and open subset V of U 
containing K, there is a real number c(s, V) > 0 such that, for every 
IE .Yt'(U; F), 
p(f) .;;;;c(s, V) m~o sm =~f II~! dm f(x) II· 
U is ~-equilibrated, where ~ E U, if (1-A.)~ +A.x E U for any x E U, 
A. E C, IA.I.;;;; l. If U is ~-equilibrated, the Taylor series at ~ of any f E .Yt'(U; 
F) converges to f in the sense of !r 00 • If U is ~-equilibrated, the following 
condition is necessary and sufficient for p to be ported by K: corresponding 
to every open subset V of U containing K, there is a real number c(V)>O 
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such that, for every I E Yf'(U; F), 
p{f)<c(V). m~o~~f II~! J,ml(~). (x-~) II· 
The compact-open topology on the vector space C(J'(U; F) of all con-
tinuous F-valued functions on U induces a topology !Yo on Yf'(U; F). 
We have/Yo C !Y w; ffo=ff w if and only if dimE<=, or F=O. Each J,m is 
continuous for the corresponding topologies !Y w; continuity of J,m for 
some m;;;. l and the corresponding topologies !Yo requires dim E < oo, or 
F = 0. However a subset !!l of £'( U; F) is bounded for !Y w if and only 
if it is bounded for !Yo. Each of the following conditions is necessary 
and sufficient for !!l to be bounded for !Y w: 
{l) Corresponding to every compact subset K of U, there is a real 
number 0;;;. 0 such that II l(x)ll <0 for every IE !!l and x E K. 
(2) Corresponding to every compact subset K of U, there are a real 
number 0;;;.0 and an open subset Vof U containing K such that lll(x)ll <0 
for every IE !!l and x E V. 
{l') Corresponding to every~ E U, there are real numbers 0;;;.0 and 
c > 0 such that, for every m = 0, l, .. . and I E !!l, 
(2') Corresponding to every compact subset K of U, there are real 
numbers 0;;;. 0 and c;;;. 0 such that, for every m = 0, l, ... ,IE !!land x E K, 
(3') Corresponding to every compact subset K of U, there are real 
numbers 0;;;.0 and c;;;.O, and an open subset V of U containing K, such 
that, for every m=O, l, ... , I E!!l and x E V, 
Let X C U be fixed, and suppose X meets every connected component 
of U. Then !!l is bounded for !Y w if and only if !!l is equicontinuous on U 
and sup {lll(x)lll IE !!l}<oo for every x EX. Denote by !Y oo,x the topology 
on .Yf'(U; F) defined by the family of seminorms 1--+lldml(x)JI for m=O, 
l, ... and x EX. If !!l is !Y w-bounded, !Y w and !Y oo,x induce the same 
topology on !!l; also the uniform structures associated with !Y w and 
!Y oo,x induce the same uniform structure on !!l. If I, hE Yf'(U; F) for 
l = 0, l, ... , then h --+I in the sense of !Y w as l--+ oo if and only if {h} 
is !Yeo-bounded and dmh(x)--+dml(x) in &(mE; F) as l--+oo for every 
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m=O, 1, ... and x EX. Also!!£ is ffw-relatively compact if and only if 
!!£is ffw-bounded and {dmf(x)ifE!!£} is relatively compact in f!JJ(mE;F) 
for every m=O, 1, ... and x EX. 
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